Module Title: Psychology of Crime and Criminal Behaviour
Level        Four
Time Allowed Two hours and thirty minutes

Instructions to students:
• Enter your student number **not** your name on all answer books.
• Answer **two** out of **six** questions.
• Only work recorded in the answer books will be assessed.
• Neither books nor notes may be taken into the examination.
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Answer two out of six questions.

1. In what way can the “social influences” explain delinquency as a phenomenon? Use one example of a social influence to illustrate your answer.

2. What is attachment theory? How can insecure attachments play a role in the development of domestic violence and sexual offending?

3. Is an expert witness a help or hindrance to the Criminal Justice System? Discuss.

4. Is the connection between mental illness and crime based on factual evidence or media impressionism? Express your view with evidence.

5. What are the main issues we need to be aware of when we rely on eyewitness testimony?

6. Critically assess the main issues between schizophrenia and offending?
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